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Bedroom Begone

Every issue includes

Replacement of a bedroom with a new sitting room highlights
top-to-bottom UA remodel
By Garth Bishop

n extraneous bedroom converted to
a sitting area transformed an Upper
Arlington condominium from an ordinary
residence to a destination for visitors –
with plenty of conversation pieces.
J.S. Brown & Co. undertook a complete
remodel of the condo’s interior. The project took most of 2019, though most of it
was done by mid-year.
“We touched every single room in some
fashion or another,” says J.S. Brown Vice
President of Sales Monica Lewis, who designed the remodel project along with Interior Designer Meredith Young.
The homeowners are empty-nesters.
They were looking to downsize, but loved
the location so much that they decided to
adjust it to meet their needs, Lewis says
– which means everything needed to be
brought up to date and made suitable for
company as well as daily living.
“It was basically taking this condo and
turning it into their retirement home that
they could live in,” Lewis says.
Taking into account the many, many,
many singular changes – including new
flooring and higher ceilings in some areas
– the biggest overall change, Lewis says, is a
total shift in flow. And that shift starts with
the bedroom-to-sitting-room conversion.
“It just feels much bigger and more open,”
she says. “Because they are empty-nesters,
they don’t need two extra bedrooms.”
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J.S. Brown – which
had completed three
renovations for the
homeowners at their
previous residence –
opened up an entire
section of wall to facilitate the new sitting room. Visitors can
migrate there from the
kitchen, dining area or
living area to the new
room, which would have been far more
isolated had it remained a bedroom.
Said living room, which was highlighted
by a brick fireplace area, was previously the
only gathering space of any significance in
the house. Now, though, visitors can travel
through a double doorway with bookcases
on either side to the sitting room.
The room already had a pleasant view
of the patio and beyond. J.S. Brown added
modified molding on the ceiling for a more
comfortable look, as well as an adjacent
powder room.
The previously existing living room
is highlighted by decorative ceiling
beams. The most noticeable change,
though, might be to the fireplace. The
homeowners are big fans of the limestone theme throughout Upper Arlington, so J.S. Brown found some cultured
stone to cover the fireplace, then added

a mantle and a gas log insert to make it
more convenient.
“The fireplace was brick originally, and
it matches the brick on the outside of the
house,” says Lewis. “They like it on the
outside of the house, but inside, they felt
it was too dark.”
The space connecting the living and
sitting rooms – previously a closet for the
former bedroom – has been outfitted with
new bookcases.
The kitchen has been completely rearranged as well. J.S. Brown removed a doorway that was immediately to the left of the
house’s entrance – the homeowners didn’t
like the idea of people walking in and instantly having a view of dirty dishes in the
sink – and reoriented the space, turning
an L-shaped kitchen with an extra wall to
a galley kitchen. The cabinets got taller
to take advantage of new ceiling height,
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The Suburban Scene
Tri-Village Magazine
Westerville Magazine
Discover Grove City Magazine

January/February: Health
March/April: Kids
May/June: Food & Fitness
July/August: Seniors & Pets
September/October: Education
November/December: Philanthropy

Dublin Life Magazine
Pickerington Magazine

February/March: Health
April/May: Kids
June/July: Food & Fitness
August/September: Seniors & Pets
October/November: Education
December/January: Philanthropy

Healthy New Albany Magazine
All six issues: arts, environment, health and education with
a focus on how they impact the health of residents
January/February: Students
March/April: Arts & Culture
May/June: Volunteer
July/August: Environment
September/October: WALK!
November/December: Philanthropy
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